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Heaps + Stacks have put together a selection of event ideas that
explore the combination of Food and Art.

The suggestions over the next few pages include installations and
workshops all designed to provoke thoughts about food as well
as creating great content for social.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT.
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THE SKELETON OF 

PLATE PRESENTATION.
This workshop will teach guests the art of food presentation, focusing on the lines, arcs and circles used 
to create dishes that look almost too good to eat. The Golden Ratio technique used within architecture 
and design will be applied to the plate compositions, creating visually pleasing and ultra Instagrammable

moments. 

Edible paints, food shavings and interesting garnishes will be used for decoration and the tables will be 
beautifully dressed with draped fabrics, candles and cutlery. At the end of the workshop guests will leave 

with new culinary skills to wow their own guests.
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A LITTLE GARNISH.

We suggest using a Hydroponic Farm as part of a bar to add an
exciting visual element whilst also teaching guests about this new
sustainable way of farming.

With the help of a Hydroponic Farmer, guests will have the
option to garnish their cocktails with freshly trimmed herbs from
the eye catching display.

HYDROPONIC BAR.



FOOD X NUDE.

Combining both still life and human forms, guests will have 
the opportunity to sketch a series of life drawings in which 
the model will be decorated with fruit and vegetables.

As an extra addition to the life drawing experience we 
sugges that guests can also choose from a selection fruit and 
vegetables to use as their artistic tool, creating prints and 
different textured lines to add to their artwork.  
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FOOD LIFE DRAWING.



EDIBLE BEAUTY

VEGETABLE 
BOUQUETS.

In this workshop guests have the opportunity to create 
their very own vegetable bouquets. Using a variety of 

vegetables, the guests can explore the colours and 
shapes creating unique compositions. Not only do they 
look great for social, they also have the added bonus 

that they can be used as centrepieces for the home or 
eaten after!
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EXPERT:BAR.

ASTROLOGY X MIXOLOGY.

Using their zodiac signs as
guidance, guests will be gifted a
cocktail to reflect the
characteristics of their star sign.
This will offer them liquid
guidance along their current
astrological path.

PHARMACY X MIXOLOGY.

This bar will see guests prescribed
a cocktail to help heal their
ailments. Whether it’s a lack of
Vitamin C or peppermint for
digestion, the doctor has it
covered. The bar will be dressed
with test tubes and petri dishes
adding to the clinical feel.

GEOLOGY X MIXOLOGY.

Here the guests will enjoy a
tasting in the ‘Soil Bar’ and learn
how our favourite wines and
sherries are created from the soil
they grow in. The bar will be
organically dressed with grapes for
the guests to try alongside the
wine.

BOTANY X MIXOLOGY.

Surrounded by flowers and
foliage guests will be shown
which garnishes best accompany
their favourite cocktails. They will
be able to pick them directly
from the bar creating a great
opportunity for social.



‘UGLY’ THE NEW BEAUTIFUL.

In todays society getting that perfect Instagram picture can
often control how we look at the world. However in this
workshop we encourage the guests to think outside the box
and reconsider what they perceive as ‘ugly’.

Using fruit and vegetables that are typically thrown away due
to their irregularities, guests will be invited to carry out a
series of still life drawings. This will give the fruit and
vegetables a new lease of life and guests will be invited to
take them home, discouraging waste of such unusual
creations.
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UGLY STILL LIFE.



MINIATURE CHOCOLATE 

ZEN GARDENS.
What better way to find your zen than with the help of  

chocolate?

This workshop will see guests create their own Zen Garden 
but with a twist, this time they’ll be using chocolate. 

Guests can choose from various edible pebbles, stones and 
cacao powder sand to create their own designs. Our Zen 

expert will help along the way, explaining the true meaning of 
the Zen Garden and how it can aid serenity of the mind. The 

guests can take home their Zen Garden or take pride of 
place at their desks, if they last that long…
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FOOD AESTHETICATION.
We propose creating an immersive dining experience that will transport guests through different periods 

and styles of table dressing. From Renaissance style banqueting decorated with edible still life displays 
through to modern day minimalism with futuristic ceramics and sculptural food. 

Whilst guests enjoy the different food courses they will be guided through each era by a performance 
element encouraging them to interact with the displays surrounding them. This enables the guests to fully 

immerse themselves into the era.



THE EPIC

SANDWICH 
GALLERY.

Works of art are not easily accessible, however with 
their own week dedicated solely to them, sandwiches 

are. 

In this workshop guests will be able to create their own 
works of art made entirely from bread and all the classic 

sandwich fillings. From ham to jam, vegan to meat 
fuelled, guests can choose their toppings to replicate 

their favourite art works. We suggest teaming up with 
named artists to guide the guests through the 

workshop. Following this the perfectly presented 
sandwiches will create great visuals for social.
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FREAKEBANA

Freakebana (pronounced “freak-eh-ba-na”), the new, ugly-
cool style of arranging flowers. For those unfamiliar, it’s the
weird cousin of ikebana, a centuries-old Japanese art form —
traditional floral arrangements feature spare, off-centre
compositions of local and seasonal foliage, positioned to
emphasize form, line, and colour, with plants chosen carefully
for their symbolism.

Pink carnations, cubes of jelly, an air plant, a single rhinestone
earring, a tuft of steel wool — almost no object is too low,
or high, to qualify meaning guests can make mad
arrangements and have fun whilst doing it.
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THE PERFECT 
MIX.
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WORKSHOPS.

SHOE-SHI.

Guests wi l l create their
own ‘Shoe-Shi ’ inspired by
Chef Yujia Hu. This workshop
will see guests mould their food
into an object of their choice.
Alternate foods such as cake or
mashed potato could also be
used.

FRUIT + VEG CARVING.

With pinpoint precision and some
expert help, guests will be shown
how to intricately carve fruit and
vegetables to create beautiful and
very Instagram-able designs.

FOOD SHADOWS.

Inspired by artist Vincent Bal,
guests will use shadows cast by
object/ food to create the basis of
their doodles. This can be an
interactive art installation where
public take part in creating a large
piece together.

MARBLING CAKES

Here guests will learn the technique
to marbling their own cakes.
Selecting their own colours and
patterns the guests can take away
their cakes making a great gift or
opportunity for social.



Will Fazackerley, a graduate from Imperial College London
has created as series of tableware designs to enhance the
“pleasure-driven approach to eating interactions”.

The series consists of ‘Slurp’ which is a vessel created for
foods such as soup and stews, and ‘Lick’ which is designed for
use with foods such as mousses and ice-cream. These
designs actively encourage the sensorial and suggestive
behaviour of licking and slurping.

In this workshop guests will eat a selection of mini bites using
different utensils to see how they change the taste and
textures of food.
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SENSORIAL  
TABLEWARE.
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ABOUT US.



Acting with integrity, and doing the ‘right thing’ is embedded
within Heaps + Stacks culture. We are unique in the fact that
we have aligned our operational and delivery processes, with
OHSAS 18001 – Occupational health & safety management,
ISO 9001 – Quality management & ISO 14001 –
Environmental management.

Our management systems and procedures seek to ensure
that Heaps + Stacks business practices conform to all
applicable laws, regulations and ethical business principles, as
well as developing a culture of safety and integrity.
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OUR APPROACH
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WHATS NEXT: 
PLANNING  

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Once the activity is signed off, the Project Manager will provide
production plans and activation notes which will schedule and describe
all elements of the set-up, including the styling elements designed to
prompt photographs.

CONTRACTING SUPPIERS

All suppliers will be contracted and managed by Heaps + Stacks
ensuring a high quality production from start to finish. We will develop
and share briefs, kit lists, social media plans and event plans with each
individual supplier.
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STYLED FOR SHAREABILITY

All of the experiences we create (from leather crafts to floristry) are
designed to feel exciting and highly photographable. Each guest will
receive their own set of tools, individual materials and creative support
from our team of event coordinators.

SUPPORT ON SITE

Alongside the specialist creatives required for the job, we also supply
Event Coordinators and Project Managers who manage the set up and
running of the events on site. Our team are very experienced, hugely
friendly and come dressed in uniform to suit the look of the event.

WHATS NEXT: 
ON SITE 



We specialise in producing engaging workshop activations and
environments which creative moments sit within.

Our high detail and rich design aesthetic celebrates the work of
genuine artists and craftspeople (whether its contemporary basket
weavers or glass blowers) who help us to create something very
intricate and one-off to perfectly compliment our clients tastes and
style.

Heaps + Stacks client list spans across fashion, lifestyle and property,
with the team of talented event co-ordinators having executed
international concepts for the likes of: Regent Street, Nike, Google and
The Soho House Group.
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ABOUT HEAPS + STACKS.

HEAPS + STACKS IS A CREATIVE WORKSHOPS AND
EVENTS AGENCY.
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